out of ecliptic up to -55 degrees [Balogh et al., 1995] . For about 50% of the cases, whistler waves are observed downstream of the interplanetary shocks while, contrary to the Earth bow shock, whistler waves (pre-. cursors) are rarely observed upstream. The wave emission can persist, with large amplitude modulations, several hours after the shock front has passed Ulysses' position. No apparent correlation has been found with shock parameters [Lengyel-Frey et al., 1992]. A case study indicates that the waves are often propagating at large angles with respect to the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) B [Lengyel-Frey et al., 1994]. It is generally believed that whistler wave generation results from an electron-cyclotron instability due to anisotropic electron distribution functions in the halo energy range (100 eV2ke V) .Several papers have dealt with this instability at the Earth's bow shock [Tokar et al., 1984; Tokar and Gurnett, 1985]. Following a preliminary paper [Solomon et al. , 1995] , we perform here a detailed study of the wave generation and of the velocity space diffusion of the halo electrons resulting from the wave emission.
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Abstract.
We present a study of whistler-mode wave generation and wave particle interaction in the vicinity of interplanetary shocks in and out of the ecliptic plane, as observed by the ulysses spacecraft. We focus here on one shor.k in the ecliptic plane as a reference and three shocks obtained at -30, -54 and -55.4 degrees of heliographic latitude respectively. Generally the whistlermode waves (measured in the frequency range 0.22-448 Hz) are observed downstream of the shocks where they persist for some hours-From the electron distribution functions in the energ.\-range 1.6 to 862 eV, we compute the temperature anisotropy and the wave growth rate of the electromagnetic electron cyclotron instability for the case of parallel propagation of the waves with respect to the interplanetar)-magnetic field (IMF) B. In general, in agreement with the wave measurements, the instability grows only downstream of the shock fronts. Following the wave acti\-ity, velocity space diffusion of the electrons results in a marginally stable state with some sporadic fluctuations.
Broadening of the wave reduced frequency range of the instability and an increase of the temperature anisotropy with latitude are observed. Copyright 1995 by the Am~can Geophysical Union.
Paper number 95GLO3265 0094-8534/95195GL-O3265S03.00 spectra are in general averaged over 645. In the calculations described below, Ice comes from the magnetometer and the electron plasma frequency Ipe, either from the plasma density measured by the SWOOPS experiment or from the URAP plasma line measurements.
" j ity and a the pitch-angle of the electron. This one parameter p( v ,a ), instead of two differential peratures, to be determined by, local fit in space of the measured EDF [e.g. ( al., 1985] . In this paper, we consider in detail only cyclotron resonance m=-l for e=u and discuss I. the other cases. For m=-l, one has:
Anisotropy and wave growth rate calculations
We consider that the amplification of the whistler waves results from an electron cyclotron instability [e.g. Kennel, 1966] Kennel, 1966] , but explain the basis of the method that we ha\-e used for their calculation. Computations of A and r require estimating the derivatives of the EDF F(V 1., VII)' where V1. and VII are the perpendicular and parallel velocity of the electrons with respect to the I~IF B in the solar wind frame. Most authors use analytical models for representing the EDF such as the sum of bi-Maxwellian and Lorentzian type distributions [e.g. Tokar et al., 1984] . In our method we fit only one function ( a bi-Maxwellian in the case of the V 1.,VII space), in velocity space to the measured EDF. This is equivalent to defining differential temperatures T1.(V 1.,VII) and TII(V 1.,VII) [e.g. Solomon et al., 1995 and references therein] and has the advantage of taking into account all the details in velocity space of the measured EDF. Note, however, that in Solomon et al. [1995] only T1.(Vl.,VII~O)' TII(Vl.~O, VII) and a rough anisotropy ratio Tl./TIl were estimated. In reality, one has to calculate T 1. and TII in the whole velocity space (V 1. , V II) and then introduce those quanti ties in the expression for 1. This more accurate method resolves some obvious contradictions between the rough estimate of A and wave emissions as noticed in Solomon et al. [1995] . The resonant velocity is VIlR=«(AJ+m(AJce)/kll, where :.;=2rl, (AJce=21rfce (positive quantities) and kll is the parallel wave vector with respect to B (kll >0 if in the same direction as B). Following the sign of VIIR, we distinguish between the two possible directions of VII with respect to B (VII>O if in the same direction as B), and divide the measured EDF in two parts: the index + or -corresponding to VII >0 or VII <0 respectively. In the specific case where 8=0, it is easier to use a local model distri-
\vhere v is the total veloc- Figure figure 2) . Peak values of r(x)/;.;ce(10-5 to 10-4) seem comparable to or slightly larger than (for the February 26 event ) those obtained for the few events studied in the ecliptic plane. The most noticeable differences with respect to the in ecliptic results are: i) a general trend of an increase in A(x); ii) a larger amplitude of the modulations of A(x) with time before the marginally stable state is reached; iii) and a widening of the unstable frequency range .(up to x~0.48; compare to figure 1) which resuIts naturally from the fact that A>Ac across a larger frequency range. Figure 3 shows b* during similar intervals for which we have calculated A(x) and r(x)/INce. In each of the 3 events, there is good agreement between the reduced wave frequency range of the instability and the spectra. Particularly, comparison of the upper panels of figures 2 and 3 (reverse shock of May 10, 1993) is striking. The wave emission vanishes at 19:18 UT when A<Ac after the shock crossing (middle upper panels of figure 2 and 3). Then, an upstream wave emission is observed around 19:53 when A exceeds Ac for x<0.3 (upper right most panels of figures 2 and 3).
relaxation of the instability towards a marginally stable state (A ,Ac) (leftmost lower panel of figure 1), but with occasional and relatively large temporal modulations of A(x) above Ac (not shown). The relaxation effect is due to the velocity space diffusion of the electrons by the whistler waves. Moreover, 'Y is preferentially positive only in one direction with respect to B (in the direction opposite to B in figure 1), indicating some assymetry in velocity space of the EDF which could be linked to heat flux transport. We have also examined whistler wave emission in the same interval of time. The relative magnetic wave spectra b* have been obtained by subtracting the instrumental noise from the observed wave noise and then di\;ding the result by the instrumental noise [Lin et al., 1994] . There is good correspondence between the unstable frequency range and the frequency range of the wave spectra. The correspondence can be improved by correcting the frequency spectra for the Doppler effect. In this case, x=O.2 gives x=O.28 after applying a Doppler correction. 
Out of the ecliptic plane results

